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This paper shows the theoretical analysis of the wandering phenomenon using characteristic equation of the vehicle 

body. At first the equations of the vehicle motions on the dented wheel tracks on damaged roads are introduced and 

linearized to get a Laplace - transformed characteristic equation, considering the interaction between the inherent 

vehicle dynamics and the dented track profiles. By this fourth order equation, the vehicle body fluctuations on the 

dented tracks are theoretically discussed and verified by computer simulation. It is found that the vehicle body 

fluctuations on dented tracks are much influenced by forward velocity, wheel track depth, and vehicle parameters. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Highway goods transportation by heavy commercial 

vehicles became to play the most important role for a 
long distance transportation in Japan. Drivers are some
times forced to drive the vehicles all day long or even 
during all night at high speeds so that higher vehicle 
safety and stability became required than before. More
over because of increasing number of the heavy commer
cial vehicles, the damaged and dented road surfaces are 
often found along the wheel tracks of the heavy vehicles. 

When running on such damaged roads, "wandering" 
phenomenon of the vehicle often occurs and the vehicle 
stability sometimes becomes to be unstable and dan
gerous. Nevertheless the fundamental characteristic of 
the wandering is not clear from the viewpoint of vehi
cle dynamics, though there have been few experimental 
researches or computer simulation works. 

This paper shows the theoretical analysis of the wan
dering phenomenon using characteristic equation of the 
vehicle body. At first the equations of the vehicle mo
tions on the dented wheel tracks on damaged roads are 
introduced and linearized to get a Laplace - transformed 
characteristic equation. The stability of vehicles running 
on the dented tracks can be discussed theoretically by 
analyzing this equation. Then computer simulation is 
carried out to verify the theoretical analysis. By the the
oretical and numerical analyses, it is clearly explained 
that the vehicle body fluctuation on dented tracks is 
influenced by forward velocity, wheel track depth, tire 
characteristcs and vehicle sizes. 

Nomenclature 
cornering power of i - th tire 
camber stiffness of i - th tire 

tread of front axle 

tread of rear axle 

Fij lateral force acting on i - th, j - th tire 

h depth of a dented track 

I yaw moment of inertia 

e wheel base 

ef distance between front axle & C.G. 

eT distance between rear axle & C.G. 

m mass of vehicle body 

mfg weight on front axle 
mTg weight on rear axle 

V forward velocity 

W width of a dented track 

Wb distance between dented track 

center lines 

Wc Wc=Wb-W 
y lateral position of C.G. 

Yij lateral position of i - th, j - th tire 

P side slip angle of C.G. 

Pi side slip angle of i - th tire 
'Y yaw rate of vehicle body 

e yaw angle of vehicle body 

'if;ij camber angle of i - th, j - th tire 

f = front: r = rear 

J 1 = right: 2 = left 

2. THEORETICAL MODEL 
2.1. Description of dented tracks 

Fig.l shows the geometrical relationship between 
the dented wheel tracks and the vehicle tires when the 
vehicle runs along x-axis. The upper figure shows the 
size of the vehicle and the location of four tires on x - Y 
coordinates, while the lower one shows the cross section 
of dented wheel tracks on Y - z coordinates. 
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In the following analysis, the cross sectional shape 
of a wheel track is assumed to be a cosine curve in the 
lateral direction, and the shape is the same in the lon
gitudinal direction. The track shape of the right hand 
side is expressed by 

when 
Wc Wc 

-W - - < Y"l <--
2 - • - 2 

where the suffix i( = f or r) denotes the front or rear tire. 
The track shape of the left hand side is also expressed 
by 

when 
Wc Wc - < Y"2 < W+-
2 - • - 2 

(2) 

As it is supposed that the track may be dented mainly by 
the rear tires, the lateral distance between both tracks 
is nearly equal to the tread of rear wheel axle. 

2.2. Description of tire forces 
Lateral forces acting on each tire considered in this 

paper are divided into the following forces; 
(1) cornering force proportional to the side slip angle of 
tire, 

w here the lateral forces are expressed by 

Fj1 = 
mfg 

-Cpff3f + (-2- - Csf )1/Jfl (6) 

Fj2 = 
mfg 

-Cpff3f + (-2- - Csf )1/Jf2 (7) 

Frl = -Cpr f3r + (m;g - C .. )1/Jrl (8) 

Fr2 = (mrg ) 
-Cpr f3r + -2- - Csr 1/Jr2 (9) 

The side slip angles of the front and rear tires are gen
erally expressed by 

x 

(2) camber thrust proportional to the camber angle .. y ____ -\-4----l---4~~-----
against the road surface, 
(3) tangential component of vertical load acting on tire. 
Fig.2 shows the cross sectional profile of a tire on dented 
road where the camber thrust and the tangential com-
ponent of the vertical load are expressed. The sum of Y 
the lateral forces on each tire is therefore expressed by .. ....--Io..;;.--+---:3-"+-~-+, 

m"g 
Fij = -Cpi f3i + (T - Csi )1/Jij (3) 

where Cpi , Csi and mig/2 are the cornering power, the 
camber thrust stiffness and the vertical load of each tire 
respectively. The suffix i( = f or r) denotes the front or 
rear tire, and the suffix j( =1 or 2) denotes the right or 
left tire. 

This expression is derived by linearizing the forces on 
the assumption that the tire side slip angle f3i and the 
camber angle 1/Jij are relatively small in this analysis. 

2.3. Equation of vehicle motion 
As this paper focuses on an analytical method to 

study the interaction between inherent vehicle dynamics 
and the dented wheel track geometry, a mathematical 
model of the vehicle is simply expressed by the lateral 
and yaw motions of the vehicle body as follows. The 
roll motion and its influence on tires are neglected in 
this analysis. 
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mV(j] + 1') = Fj1 + Ff2 + Frl + Fr2 

17 = If(Fj1 + F f2 ) - lr(Frl + Fr2 ) 

(4) 
(5) 

14---w--+l---+l-+---W---I~ 
Wc 

Fig.1 A vehicle model on dented wheel tracks 

mig,/, " 
--'r I 

2 mig 

2 

Fig.2 Tire forces and camber angle 



£J 
j3J 13 + V'Y - DJ (10) 

£r 
j3r = 13 - V'Y (11) 

Substituting eqs.(6) rv (11) into eqs.(4) and (5), the 
equations of motions concerning the side slip angle 13 
and the yaw rate 'Y of the vehicle body are reduced to 

. 2 
mVj3 + 2(CpJ + Cpr )j3+{mV + V (£JCpJ - £rCpr)h 

= 2CpJ DJ 

+( m£g _ CsJ )( 1/!Jl + 1/!f2) 

+(m;g -Csr )(1/!rl+1/!r2) (12) 

. 2( {,CpJ + £;Cpr ) 
2(£J CpJ-£r Cpr)j3+h+ V 'Y 

= 2CpJ £JDJ 

+£J(m£g - CsJ )(1/!j1 + 1/!f2) 

_£r(m;g - Csr )(1/!rl + 1/!r2) (13) 

These equations become very familiar in a case of 
simple analysis of stability and handling performances 
on even road surfaces when the camber angles are ne
glected, that is, 1/!Jl + 1/!f2 = 1/!rl + 1/!r2 = O. If these cam
ber angles are assumed to be only the inputs to these 
equations, this mathematical model is the second order 
dynamical system. 

2.4. Interaction between vehicles and tracks 
The camber angles in eqs.(12),(13) are greatly re

lated with the displacement of tires on the dented tracks 
so that they must be considered as the variables of this 
dynamical system. This paper therefore analyzes the 
interaction between the vehicle body dynamics and the 
camber angle variations due to the dented track uneven
ness. 

In this analysis, there is no input by a driver, that is, 
the front wheel steer angle DJ is assumed to be zero. And 
all equations are linearized, assuming that the vehicle 
body does not fluctuate so much around the equilibrium 
position on the dented tracks. The lateral position of 
each tire on the x - Y coordinates shown in Fig.1 IS 

calculated by the following geometrical expressions; 

Yj1 Y + £Je - dJ/2 (14) 

YJ2 Y + £Je + dJ/2 (15) 

Yrl Y - £re - dr/2 (16) 

Yr2 Y - £re + dr/2 (17) 

where the yaw angle e and the lateral position Y of the 
vehicle body center of gravity are calculated by the fol
lowing integral operations. 

e 

Y 

VEHICLE SAFETY 

eo + l 'Ydt 

Yo + l V sin(j3 + e)dt 

Yo + l V(j3 + e)dt 

(18) 

(19) 

As the roll motion of the vehicle body is neglected in 
this paper, the camber angle shown in Fig.2 is equal to 
the derivative of the shape of the dented track surface. 

right: 
aZil 7rh. 27r Wc 

1/!il = - ay = W sm W(Yil + 2) (20) 

left: 
aZi2 7rh. 27r Wc 

1/!i2 = - ay = W sm W(Yi2 - 2) (21) 

w here the suffix i = (f or r) denotes the front or rear 
tire respectively. 

The sum of these right and left camber angles 1/!j1 + 
1/!J2' appearing in eqs.(12) and (13), is calculated and 
reformed to be a function of the lateral position Y and 
the yaw angle e of the vehicle body as follows. 

This is simply expressed by 

(23) 

where 

In the same way, the sum of the right and left camber 
angles 1/!rl +1/!r2' appearing in eqs.(12) and (13), is simply 
expressed by 

1/!rl + 1/!r2 = -Ar(Y + ere) (25) 

where 

(26) 
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Substituting eqs.(18),(19) into eqs.(23),(25), the 
sums of the cabmer angles in front and rear axles are 
respectively written by 

"pfI + "pf2 

= -Af(l Vj3dt + II V'Ydtdt + l indt ) (27) 

"pTI + "pT2 

= -AT(l Vj3dt + II V'Ydtdt -l ir'Ydt) (28) 

when Yo = 00 = 0 in eqs.(18),(19). 
As a result, the vehicle body motion on dented wheel 

tracks is therefore governed by eqs.(12),(13),(27) and 
(28). 

3. CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION 

Substituting eqs.(27),(28) into eqs.(12),(13) and us
ing Laplace transformation, characteristic equation of 
the vehicle running along the dented wheel tracks is de
scribed by the following fourth order equation. 

(29) 

where 

bI = 
2m(l;Cpf + I;Cpr ) + 2I(Cpf + CpT) 

(30) 
mIV 

b2 = 
AfCjl; + AT CT I; - 2(lfCpf -lrCpr) 

I 

AfCf + ATCr 4 C C 12 
+ m + mIV2 pf pr (31) 

b3 = 
2( CpfArCr + CprAfCf )12 

(32) 
mIV 

b4 = 
-2I(CpfATCr - CpTAjCj ) + AjArCfCTF 

mI 

(33) 

Cf = mfg _ C f 
2 8 

(34) 

Cr = mrg -C 
2 8T (35) 

If the road surface is even without the influence 
of dented tracks, the coefficients in eqs.(24),(26) and 
eqs.(32),(33) are zero. 

h=O Af = AT = 0 

b3 = b4 = 0 

(36) 

(37) 

Therefore the characteristic equation of the vehicle 
motion on even surface becomes to be a familiar form 
as follows. 
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(38) 

where 

bOI = bI 

= 
2m{l;Cpf + I;CpT ) + 2I( Cpf + Cpr ) 

(39) 
mIV 

b02 = 
-2(lfCpf -lrCpr) _4_C C z2 

I + mIV2 pf pr (40) 

Stability of the vehicle on even road is usually evalu
ated by the coefficients of this equation. The understeer 
(US) or oversteer (OS) characteristics are defined by 

US when IrCpr - IfCpf > 0 

OS when IrCpr - IfCpf < 0 

by which handling and stability performances on even 
road surfaces are often evaluated. 

Table 1 Baseline parameters 

m 1.43 x 104 kg I 1.76 X 105 kgm2 

dj 2.0 m dr 1.8 m 

if 4.0 m ir 2.6 m 

mfg 5.5 x 104 N mrg 8.8 x 104 N 

Cpf 1.4 X 105 N/rad Cpr 2.8 X 105 N/rad 

C.f 2.8 x 103 N/rad Csr 5.6 X 103 N/rad 
W 1.2 m Wb 1.8 m 

4. ANALYSIS OF CHARACTERISTIC ROOTS 

Table 1 shows the baseline parameters of a comer
cial vehicle and dented tracks in this paper. Stability 
of the vehicle motion on the dented tracks can be dis
cussed by the locations of characteristic roots which are 
the solutions of the characteristic equation (29). As it is 
the fourth order equation, the roots are mostly divided 
into two pairs of complex number, which physically rep
resent the two degree-of-freedom motions combined by 
the yaw and lateral motions of the vehicle body. Two 
pairs of roots are separately depicted in a complex plane 
for the convenience of description. 

Fig.3 shows the characteristic roots of eq.(29) in the 
complex plane, on which the depth of the dented tracks 
h has a large influence at each forward velocity. When 
the depth h is zero, the roots depicted in the lower part 
converge to zero of this complex plane. This means that 
the roots appearing in the lower part directly represent 



the original roots subject to the dented tracks. On the 
other hand, the roots depicted in the upper part con
verge to those which are the solutions of the character
istic equation (38) on even road surfaces. Therefore, the 
roots in the upper part correspond to the original vehicle 
dynamic stability. Nevertheless it is obvious that these 
roots are greatly interacted by each other and influenced 
by the parameters of the vehicles and tracks. 

According to the results in Fig.3, it is clearly found 
that stability decreases at high speeds because all roots 
move in the direction to the imaginary axis when the 
forward velocity increases. And it is also found that the 
damping coefficients become smaller when the dented 
tracks become deeper. Therefore the vehicle is liable 
to fluctuate by a certain disturbance when running at 
high speeds on deeply dented tracks. This theoretically 
obtained tendency has a good agreement with driving 
situations we often face. 

In order to make clear these influences on dynamic 
characteristics, the damping coefficients and damped 
natural frequencies of the vehicle motion corresponding 
to two pairs of the characteristic roots are calculated 
and depicted in Fig.4 and Fig.S. 

Fig.4 shows the results of the natural frequencies 
and the damping coefficients versus the forward velocity 
when the track depth is 0.05 m, comparing with those 
when the road surface is flat. There are two pairs of 
them, one of which corresponds to the inherent char
acteristic root and the other is generated by the track
vehicle interaction. Whether the vehicle body keeps on 
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Fig.3 Characteristic roots influenced by forward 
velocity V and track depth h 
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Fig.4 Influence of forward velocity V on the frequency 
and damping of vehicle body fluctuation 
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Fig.S Influence of track depth h on the frequency and 
damping of vehicle body fluctuation 

fluctuating or not is evaluated generally by the value of 
damping coefficient (. According to Fig.4, the damping 
coefficients ( decrease approximately in inverse propor
tion to the forward velocity. Therefore it is theoretically 
concluded that the vehicle body is liable to fluctuate at 
high speeds. 

Fig.5 shows the natural frequencies and the damp
ing coefficients versus the track depth when the vehicle 
runs at 120 km/h. Fig.S indicates that the damping co
efficients decrease similarly as shown in Fig.4. Fig.S also 
indicates that both natural frequencies become larger 
w hen the track depth becomes deeper. 

From these results, it is theoretically concluded that 
the vehicle body is liable to fluctuate by a certain distur
bance when running fast on deeply dented tracks, and 
that the fluctuation frequency becomes larger at higher 
speeds on deeper tracks, and therefore it might be diffi
cult for a driver to operate the vehicle in such dangerous 
situations. 
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Fig.6 Influence of forward velocity V on the transient 
responses when h = 0.05 m 

5. TRANSIENT RESPONSE 

In order to verify these theoretical results, a com
puter simulation is carried out and compared with above 
results. The computer simulation shows the transient 
responses of the vehicle body which is at first displaced 
from the equilibrium line as the following initial condi
tions. 

Yo = 0.20 m 
/30 = 0 rad 

eo = 0 rad 
/'0 = 0 rad/s 

Fig.6 shows the influences of the forward velocity 
V on the transient responses of the vehicle body when 
the track depth h is 0.05 m. These responses clearly 
indicate that the forward velocity has a great influence 
on the fluctuation of the lateral displacement and the 
yaw angle of the vehicle body. This influence is able to 
be explained by the theoretical results of the damping 
characteristics shown in FigA where the damping coef
ficient ( decreases approximately in inverse proportion 
to the forward velocity. 

Fig.7 shows the influences of the track depth h on 
the transient responses of the vehicle body running at 
120 km/h for ten seconds. These results show a ten
dency that the responses fluctuate for a longer period 
when the track depth h becomes larger. Moreover the 
same results about the natural frequency and damping 
characteristics are able to be recognized as those shown 
in Fig.5 in the previous section. The frequency of fluc
tuation changes approximately from 0.2 to 0.5 Hz and 
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Fig.7 Influence of track depth h on the transient 
responses when V =120 km/h 

the damping coefficient becomes less than a half approx
imately when the track depth h increases from 0.02 to 
0.10 m. 

6. PARAMETRIC STUDY 

The stability of the vehicle body is much influenced 
by the vehicle parameters, such as, the tire character
istics, the center of gravity location and the tread of 
axles and others. This section discusses these influences 
on the yaw rate response by changing these parameters. 
The baseline parameters in the following calculations are 
given in the Table 1, and the track depth is 0.05 m and 
the forward velocity is 120 km/h. The initial conditions 
of these analyses are the same as above. 

6.1. Influence of cornering power 
Fig.8 shows the influence of the cornering powers 

of the front and rear tires on the transient responses 
of the yaw rate. Fig.8(a) shows the case where both 
front and rear values, Gp! and GpT) are changed simul
taneously, while Fig.8(b) and Fig.8(c) show the cases 
where the front or rear value, Gp! or GpT) is changed 
respectively. From the result in Fig.8(a), the damping 
of the transient response becomes lower when the two 
values decrease from the baseline value, while the fre
quency of fluctuation is almost the same. From the re
sults in Fig.8(b) and Fig.8(c), the fluctuation becomes 
larger when the front cornering power decreases or the 
rear one increases. Therefore it is important to notify 
that the deterioration of the front tire cornering power 
has a bad influence on the fluctuation. 



6.2. Influence of camber thrust 
Fig.9 shows the influence of the camber thrust stiff

ness of the front and rear tires on the transient responses 
of the yaw rate. Fig.9( a) shows the case where both 
front and rear values, C5J and CH' are changed simul
taneously, while Fig.9(b) and Fig.9(c) show the cases 
where the front or rear value, C5J or Cm is changed 
respectively. The results in Fig.9 show nearly the same 
tendencies as those in Fig.S. From the results in Fig.9(b) 
and Fig.9(c), the fluctuation becomes larger when the 
front camber stiffness decreases or the rear one increases. 
Therefore it is important to notify that the deterioration 
of the front tire camber stiffness has a bad influence on 
the fluctuation. 

6.3. Influence of center of gravity 
Fig.IO shows the influence of the location of the cen

ter of gravity on the transient responses of the yaw rate, 

Fig.S Influence of cornering powers on the yaw rate 
response when V = 120 km/h , h = 0.05 m 
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Fig.9 Influence of camber thrust stiffness on the yaw 
rate response when V = 120 km/h , h = 0.05 m 
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Fig.10 Influence of the center of gravity on the yaw 
rate response when V = 120 km/h , h = 0.05 m 
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Fig.ll Influence of the center of gravity on character
istic roots when V = 120 km/h , h = 0.05 m 
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Fig.12 Comparison of the maximum amplitude of the 
yaw rate response subject to the center of gravity 
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while Fig.II shows the influence on the characteristic 
roots. The influence of the C.G. location appears clearly 
on the responses. Although the fluctuation is almost 
suppressed at an appropriate value of If, the time history 
of the transient response changes in different manners 
when the value If increases or decreases. 

It may be because the two characteristic roots shown 
in Fig.ll are located nearly in such a same area that 
the influence of them appears on the response to the 
same extent. Moreover it is found that the two damping 
coefficients have different influences by the value If. This 
means that the damping of the upper root becomes small 
at large If, while the damping ofthe lower root becomes 
small at small If. As a result, the fluctuation amplitude 
is very sensitive to the location of C.G. according to 
the comparison of the maximum amplitudes of yaw rate 
transient responses shown in Fig.12. 
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Fig.13 Influence of axle treads on the yaw rate 
response when V = 120 kmjh , h = 0.05 m 
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Fig.14 Comparison of the maximum amplitude of the 
yaw rate response subject to axle treads 
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6.4. Influence of axle treads 
Fig.13 shows the influence of the tread of the front 

and rear axles on the transient responses of the yaw 
rate. Fig.13(a) shows the case where both front and 
rear values, d f and dT> are changed simultaneously, while 
Fig.13(b) and Fig.13( c) show the cases where the front 
or rear value is changed respectively. In these compar
isons there is a large influence of the axle treads on the 
fluctuation of the yaw rate response. Especially the ve
hicle body fluctuates very large whenever the treads of 
front and rear axles become small simultaneously or re
spectively. As the comparison of the maximum ampli
tudes of the yaw rate transient responses is shown in 
Fig.14, the fluctuation amplitude is very sensitive to 
the axle treads. This result may somehow show one of 
the reasons why small or meadium busses or trucks of
ten face a wandering, vehicle body fluctuation, on the 
wheel tracks dented by heavy vehicles. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has theoretically analyzed the stability of 
vehicles running on damaged tracks which are dented by 
heavy vehicles. For this analysis, the fourth order char
acteristic equation of vehicle dynamics on the dented 
tracks has been introduced, based on linearization and 
Laplace transformation of the equations of motions con
sidering the interaction between vehicle dynamics and 
track profiles. By using this characteristic equation, fun
damental characteristics on the wandering phenomenon 
are able to be predicted theoretically, which have a good 
agreement with the results of computer simulation. 

From the analyses, it can be theoretically explained 
that the vehicle body is liable to fluctuate with low 
damping when running fast on deeply dented tracks, and 
that the fluctuation frequency becomes larger at higher 
speeds on deeper tracks, and therefore it might be dif
ficult for a driver to operate the vehicle in such dan
gerous driving situations. Moreover it is found that the 
fluctuation of vehicle body on dented tracks are greatly 
influenced by tire characetristics, the location of center 
of gravity and the axle treads of vehicles. 
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